Find out what’s really getting in the way
of your growth—and how the hell to fix it.

Quiz
For each question, select the one answer that you feel most aligned with right now.

1. When you hit a wall with a team member or client, it’s around:
a. N
 ot knowing how to be firm with what you need; feeling like a doormat
because they aren’t willing to take responsibility for themselves.
b. F
 eeling like they aren’t a great fit for your business; and that working
with them isn’t aligned with your big-picture goals or personal
preferences.
c. N
 ot having enough work for your team members to do — and not having
enough clients to feel confident and secure.

2.	Imagine being at the cusp of a serious biz goal: number of
clients booked; a certain income reached…what’s the #1 thing
that’s getting in your way?
a. T
 he stuff inside your head: being afraid of what will happen if you
succeed or fail, and whether you’ve really got what it takes.
b. W
 orrying that in order to grow, you need to work with people you don’t
LOVE and do work that isn’t your passion.
c. H
 aving no idea how to get your message and work in the hands of the
people who need you.

3. Your biggest frustration right now is:
a. B
 alancing your work and life priorities, while still making time for
yourself.
b. N
 ot being able to confidently explain what makes your work unique and
valuable to the right people.
c. B
 eing unsure about the nuts and bolts of growing your platform and
community.
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Quiz
4. You have an AMAZING new offer or service. The problem is…
a. Y
 ou have so many other “to-do’s” and responsibilities that you haven’t
had time to work on it lately.
b. W
 henever you put out new offers, your community doesn’t seem to
respond!
c. Y
 ou feel like your community is too small and you’re not sure how to get
the word out there.

5.	You’ve scored an extra 3 hours in your workweek. You wish you
could use that time to…
a. Take some time off and REST.
b. Work on fleshing out your ideal client and how to speak to them.
c. W
 ork on building new connections in your community to raise
awareness about your work.

6. When you’re on a sales call, your biggest struggle is…
a. Being scared to talk about money and your rates with confidence.
b. N
 ot knowing how to speak about your offer in a way that gets people
excited.
c. What sales calls? I don’t know enough people.

7. It’s time to grow your list! Oh, but wait…
a. You don’t know how to find the time to sit down and work on it.
b. How do I create a compelling offer that entices people to join?
c. I don’t even know where and how to find the people I want to attract.
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Quiz
8. When you think about raising your prices, you worry that...
a. People will be angry with you for charging more.
b. Your clients won’t be willing to pay more than they are now.
c. The pool of potential clients is already too small at your current price.

9.	You’ve got an awesome idea for a new promotion. But…
a. Y
 ou’re afraid that you won’t be able to bring the project to completion
because you’re so busy and distracted.
b. Y
 ou wonder if this is REALLY the best offer for your community. Will they
love it?
c. H
 ow do you shout it out so the right people hear about it?

10.	What’s the biggest thing getting in the way of your growth
right now?
a. N
 ot knowing how to say no because you’re afraid of letting people
down.
b. K
 nowing in your heart that your work changes lives — but you’re not
seeing any traction with your offers.
c. T
 otal overwhelm when it comes to bringing all the marketing pieces
together. Where do you even start?
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Results
Add up how many answers you have for each letter:

# of A’s:

# of B’s:

# of C’s:

Do you have a higher number of “A” answers?
Looks like you’re a…

“No Boundaries” Betty
Do you have a higher number of “B” answers?
Looks like you’re a…

“Needs Clarity”Claire
Do you have a higher number of “C” answers?
Looks like you’re a…

“Feelin’ Lonely”Lorelai
Read on to learn about what your results mean…
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You got mostly “A” answers and are lookin’ like a

Discuss your results in the Free Facebook Group

Ooooh girl - you’ve got some BOUNDARY stuff going on,
with a major need for knowing and asserting
your value.
I’m really happy you took this quiz, because make no mistake: proper boundaries are “makeit-or-break-it” area for you AND your biz.
But you are not alone, my sacred rebel, because boundaries are a H-U-G-E issue for many
women in business.

It can look like…
• Bending over backwards to accommodate your clients: going over session time, working hours
you don’t want to work, giving more—way more—than you were paid for.
•B
 eing terrified to say NO to friends, family, colleagues and clients because you hate letting
people down and fear being seen as unhelpful.
•H
 aving waaaay too much flexibility with your rates and jumping through hoops to get clients
in the door — and feeling like you give so much with so little in return.
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“No Boundaries”
Betty
Sound familiar? Here’s how the symptoms of those #BoundaryProbz can show
up in your biz and life:
• Feeling overwhelmed with everything on your plate because you said yes to all the things.
•P
 utting yourself and your health LAST because other people and tasks need your attention...
all day, everyday.
• A daily urge to set your to-do list on fire and buy a one-way ticket to a place with no wifi.
• Under-earning, overworking, and not having the time and space you need to provide the
transformation and VALUE for your clients that you know you’re capable of.

Here’s why this is so damaging to your business..
Women doing heart-centered work are often brainwashed into thinking that we should give
our work away — this is especially an issue for people in the healing services.
We are raised to think that we need to serve everyone who needs help — whether or not they
can pay, and whether or not they’re willing to step up and do the work. We are given so many
reasons why we need to ignore our boundaries, give everything we’ve got until there’s nothing left
to give, and shy away from standing in our value.
So if you don’t have any room to breathe because there’s so much on your plate, and you
can’t even remember the last time you had a real rest… then it’s time to take a long look at your
boundaries: examine your rates, your workload, your hours, and the expectations you’re setting and
enforcing with the people and clients in your life.
Healthy boundaries keep you and your business in good shape, allowing you to get paid fairly
and abundantly for the support and value you provide. With healthy boundaries, you can hire an
aligned team, confidently communicate your needs, and learn how to say NO with kindness— so
that you can finally get things off your plate and focus on what you actually enjoy doing.
Just as important, healthy boundaries are better for your clients, too. When you set boundaries,
not only do you give yourself the time and space you need to show up fully for your work… you also
become a model for your clients and a source of inspiration around what it means to stand up for
yourself and your value. And the world needs more of that.
Weak boundaries are a symptom of fear — fear of rejection, fear of scarcity, fear of being unliked
and unloved. When you let those fears lead you, you model this for your clients and you attract
more fearful, boundary-busting people into your world and business.

So what’s a sacred rebel to do about boundaries?
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“No Boundaries”
Betty
By the way, a sacred rebel is someone who is READY to build a profitable, aligned and crazy
successful biz—without compromising on her worth or her values. Is that you? Then keep on
reading...

Here’s how I helped my client Angela fix her Boundary probz…
Angela came to me with a very powerful and supportive service that she offered locally in her
community. Even though she was an EXPERT in her field — with over 20 years of experience...she
was undercharging, over-working, and miserable in her business. She was exhausted.
She allowed clients to book whenever they wanted, out of fear that if she gave strict “office
hours” she’d lose clients. She would do events whenever asked, even if the venue felt misaligned
or didn’t earn her enough profit. She was afraid that if she didn’t accept ANY job, ANY client, she
would lose money and wind up out of work.
So Angela and I began work on her inner connection to the value she offered. Over 9 months,
we raised + restructured her prices (with lots of support and release to the fears that came up
around this). We set restrictions on how many clients she’d see a day, what time she’d close for the
night, and when she wanted to work weekends — if at all.
We did a lot of work around understanding the value she provides to her ideal client and how to
confidently stand in what her work is really worth.
As a result, Angela started earning MORE and working LESS. With higher rates and more ideal
hours, she increased her income and began feeling BETTER about her work-week. EXTRA money
started coming in, in unexpected ways. She was able to book more aligned clients, more aligned
events, and stand firm in her value so she could ask for the rates her work was worth.

And it all began with boundaries. What boundary are
YOU ready to start enforcing now - even if that
sounds scary as HELL?
Tell Us In The Tribe Of Sacred Rebels
Facebook Group
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You got mostly “B” answers and are lookin’ like a

Discuss your results in the Free Facebook Group

Ooooh girl - you’ve got some problems with CLARITY, with
a major need for knowing your ideal client and how to
position what you do in a way that makes sense.
I’m really happy you took this quiz, because make no mistake: your ideal client and message
are “make-it-or-break-it” area for you AND your biz.
But you are not alone, my sacred rebel, because this is a H-U-G-E issue for many women in
business.

Here’s how the symptoms of those #ClarityProbz can show up in your biz
and life:
•H
 aving too many different offers and services because you don’t want to leave anyone out
who COULD pay you.
•H
 aving offers that aren’t clearly defined, other than how many months/sessions/calls your
service includes.
• Creating AMAZING offers that your ideal clients don’t seem to respond to.
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“Needs Clarity”
Claire
…And so you often feel like you’re wandering around, shooting in the dark, trying to find what
your clients want — instead of offering deep, heart-based work.
It’s sometimes hard to decide what to offer, how to offer it. You feel unrooted and unsure of how to
make your work stand out uniquely.

Here’s why this is so damaging to your business..
The more specific and uniquely you can position your work, the easier it is for your perfect-fit
clients to find you. I know that sounds counterintuitive because you don’t want to exclude anyone
who could potentially pay you — but a diluted message that attempts to speak to everyone is a
weak message that gets lost amongst the noise.
It doesn’t serve you, and it doesn’t help the people who NEED you, because they can’t find you —
and EVEN if they do, they might mistakenly assume that you’re not right for them because your
message and offers don’t speak as clearly to them as they could. EVERYONE loses!!!
The first step in solving this problem this is understanding what sets you apart — and trust
me — there’s at least one thing (and probably MANY) that set you and your work apart. And I
don’t want you to go even a STEP further without seeing these clearly. If you don’t understand your
strengths, gifts, preferences and passion, it will be IMPOSSIBLE to create offers that feel good to you
and STAND OUT to the people you want to serve.
The next step involves punching fear right in the face. That’s because a lack of clarity around
your clients and your offers is usually accompanied by fear — fear that there aren’t enough people
who you will pay you to ONLY do what you love, so you try to cater to everyone in an attempt
to lose no-one. If you’re trying to offer what you THINK people want, you’re not creating what’s
exciting and juicy to you- and that’s where the REAL ENERGY and RESULTS are hiding!
The more clearly you understand this, the more effectively you can create offers that utilize
your gifts AND your passions, and the more effectively you can communicate what sets you
apart, and the easier it will be for your community to hear it, and your ideal client can FIND you and
understand that you’re going to be able to help them. (See? Getting clarity and busting through fear
creates a cascade of awesomeness in your life and biz).

So what’s a sacred rebel to do about creating
offers that feel good and SELL to the right people?
By the way, a sacred rebel is someone who is READY to build a profitable, aligned and crazy
successful biz—without compromising on her worth or her values. Is that you? Then keep on
reading...
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“Needs Clarity”
Claire
Here’s how I helped my client Angela change up her offer in a way that got
attention and felt amazing to put out into the world…
Angela used to offer 30 minute sessions for clients — they wanted those because they were the
cheapest thing she offered.
But she knew that the way she works with people, those sessions weren’t really SERVING her
clients, and they were catering to THEIR scarcity fear (that they couldn’t afford REAL support from
her) AND hers (that if she told them how she could REALLY help them, they wouldn’t value and pay
for it).
We worked together on her ideal client (someone who feels good about investing in the support
they want, and are happy to pay for the best support they can find) and how she could IDEALLY
serve them (60 minute sessions at LEAST, and small bundles of sessions over a period of time to
work on root issues they need support with) and she pulled the 30 minute, cheapie sessions (was it
scary? YES. But she had plenty of support in facing that fear and doing what was BEST for her, her
clients, AND her biz)
Angela found that she lost a few clients who would never have invested beyond the tiny sessions…
… And she then filled those spots with HIGHER paying, higher-quality clients!
When Angela made the bold and brave decision to stand up for what SHE was passionate
about and how SHE wanted to work, and then aligned her message to speak to the people who
would VALUE her unique approach… those people began finding her and booking her. And when
they did, they were willing to pay for and SHOW UP to do the work.

What kind of work are you ready to say NO to even if that feels scary as HELL?
Tell Us In The Tribe Of Sacred Rebels
Facebook Group
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You got mostly “C” answers and are lookin’ like a

Discuss your results in the Free Facebook Group

Ooooh girl - you’ve got some troubles with growing your
community and getting the word out there about what
you do in a way that works.
“.. H-h-ello? Is anybody out there?”
I’m really happy you took this quiz, because make no mistake: community growth and getting
attention ON your biz is a “make-it-or-break-it” area.
But you are not alone, my sacred rebel, because visibility is a H-U-G-E issue for many women
in business.

Here’s how the symptoms of those #VisibilityProbz can show up in your biz
and life:
• Not knowing how to be visible in your business in a way that feels good and WORKS.
• A community that just isn’t growing, no matter what new tactic you try.
•G
 etting engagement from people in your network and audience feels like pushing a bag of
cement uphill.
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And, for some…
•H
 IDING from being visible at all because you’re so overwhelmed that you don’t even know
where to start.
So what do you do if you’re struggling to get visible?
And, even scarier…what if everything you’ve tried to “get attention” and spread the word just
feels GROSS?

The cure to douchey marketing is a concept I call
“Be You Visibility”.
There are many people out there right now who are being VERY visible, but not necessarily in an
authentic way. Not necessarily with deep integrity. Not necessarily from their heart and soul. I bet a
few people came to mind as you read that.
Does this mean you don’t need to be visible? Nope. Of course you do! But all visibility is NOT created
equal.
The alternative to being a douchey marketer is Be You Visibility: showing up in your biz as
YOU. Choosing to market in a way that feels authentic and aligned with YOUR personality and
preferences. It’s the only way to build a biz that you actually feel passionate about.
You can’t attract the people who are perfect for you if you’re not willing to show up as who
you truly are.
This is harder than it sounds. This can take some really deep digging to get to, because for most of
your life you’ve been conditioned to NOT be visible. To NOT stand out, or be you, or fly your freak
flag in any way. Am I right?
Growing up, being different was a liability, not an asset. But in business? The opposite is true.
Your uniqueness and your special magic is what will help you stand out and grow your community.
So why is it so hard?
First, it’s likely that you’re going to need support and guidance to overcome years (and maybe a
lifetime) of conditioning that taught you it’s safer to just blend in.
Second… you need some help with those blind spots! Some of the most unique things about you
might seem totally obvious and so second nature to you that you don’t even notice them — so
you’re not shouting them out to your community.
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Truthfully, “Be You Visibility” is really hard to do by yourself! A perspective from someone
experienced in visible and seeing the magic that you can’t yet see in yourself is essential.

So what’s a sacred rebel to do about growing her
community and spreading the word about her work?
By the way, a sacred rebel is someone who is READY to build a profitable, aligned and crazy
successful biz—without compromising on her worth or her values. Is that you? Then keep on
reading...

Here’s how I helped my client Shannon spread the word without feeling like a
gross, tacky marketer or dropping money on ads…
I worked with an AMAZING health coach — this woman was loving and supportive to her clients,
and KNEW HER S#!@. But Shannon wasn’t attracting people easily. It felt like pulling teeth! People
were reluctant to invest good money in being healthier. In feeling good in their body. In cleaning up
their diet, and finding pleasurable ways to work movement into their days.
One day on a coaching call, Shannon mentioned to me that one of her clients came back to her
and told her that after he did a certain blood test that she gives all her clients, he started eating only
the foods from a list that Shannon provided him during their work.
And guess what? WEIGHT STARTED FALLING OFF HIM. Without exercise. Without “dieting”- just by
eating the foods that made him feel the best. I told her, “You HAVE to use that example. You HAVE
to start talking about that result — THAT’S why people will sign up to work with you. YOU know the
result is that they’ll be healthier, but that’s not hitting them at what they WANT.”
And people starting signing up — even me :-) Clients started referring their friends and family.
[Shannon did NO advertising, but people started snapping up her programs. Her ideal clients were
motivated to sign up and pay for her support. Effortlessly.
Part of “being you” is the sheer excitement that you get when you’re REALLY passionate about
something, and can’t wait to share it. Shannon LOVES to talk about how to eat in a way that
REALLY fuels your body and mind. About getting healthier by honoring yourself- not starving and
sacrificing. Her passion SHOWS, and it excites and motivates people.
How about you? What do you LOVE to talk about in terms of your work? Your clients’ results? The
brilliance you EXCEL at sharing?
THIS is the key to creating a simple, intuitive marketing plan that WORKS. Without the
overwhelm or investing in all the shiny bells and whistles. When you learn how to shine a light on
what LIGHTS YOU UP and gets you EXCITED — people will listen. And they will buy. So in order to
move forward, we need to identify…
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What is it about your work that gets you FIRED UP?
What do you LOVE talking about?
Tell Us In The Tribe Of Sacred Rebels
Facebook Group
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